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Abstract. Today, most mobile devices (e.g. PDAs) are in some way
associated to a fixed personal computer or server. In general this relation
is only taken into account for synchronization purposes.
This is rather restrictive as, while away from these fixed computers, such
mobile devices may require resources that are not available (e.g. network
bandwidth, processing power or storage space). This lack of resources
prevents the user from doing what he wants when he wants.
We propose a system in which, by enabling automatic remote code execution on a remote computer, these limitations are subdued. At run time
it is decided whether some application code should run locally or on a
remote computer. This is achieved using runtime meta-programming and
reflection: we transform a centralized Python application so that some
part of its code is run on another computer, where the needed resource
is known to be available. This is accomplished without any manual code
change. The performance results obtained so far, i.e. with no optimizations, are very encouraging.
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Introduction

With the advent of mobile communication technologies, the resources available
to mobile devices are no longer constant. In a certain moment the connectivity
and bandwidth can be low and in the next instant these resources can be widely
available. This variation on the environment and how the application must react
poses a challenge to the development of environment aware applications. Adding
to the mobility of these devices we now have a large number of personal computers with highly available resources (disk, bandwidth, screen, ...); when the
user is roaming with its mobile device such resources are available but not used.
One kind of application that behaves independently of the environment resources is the download manager attached to browsers. In a portable device,
while browsing a site, if the user wants to download a file, this action is always
performed in the device. The browsing application, isn’t aware of nearby computers that may have a larger display or better connectivity. If these computers
could be used in a transparent and automatic way, the user would benefit from
it, in terms of speed and ease of usage. If the network bandwidth is limited or the
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storage space is insufficient, a better approach would be to execute the download
to a remote computer.
For example, an application that displays or stores a file specified by its URL
can benefit from the resources available in the remote computers. If the storage
space in the PDA is not enough to save the file one should transparently save it
in another computer. The same applies to the case where network bandwidth is
reduced. If we are watching files on a PDA, the use of a large display is preferable.
If a nearby computer has a larger display than the PDA we are running our
application at, then the file should be presented in that remote computer.
One challenge we see in such environments is not only to adapt the mobile
computer applications to its environment but also to use the wasted resources
available in the surroundings. Adding to this challenge there are other problems: reconfiguration of the running objects when the environment changes, the
automatic selection of the remote computer and issues concerning security and
resource usage.
In order to accomplish this, the first problem to address is how to split an
application in order to run part of it in a different computer. The first solution
that comes to mind, and the hardest, is to explicitly program each application
to make it mobile with the device. Such solution makes the application mobility
impractical due to the different scenarios one must address.
1.1

Shortcomings of current solutions

The implementation of an environment aware distributed application can be
accomplished using ordinary remote procedure calls or RMI libraries. The code
to handle the environment observation and the results of these observations must
be implemented by the programmer. The selection of the objects that are to be
run remotely must be known at development time and this is hard coded to these
objects. The programmer must also know in advance how the object should be
executed in the remote computer.
When using some sort of agent API, handling the localization of the remotely
executed object becomes easier. The agent libraries provide a way to let the
programmer decide at a latter time where the code should run.
These solutions have the drawback that the original code must be changed
and that the various possible scenarios (resources to take into account, available
remote machines, different application configurations, ...) must be addressed
while coding the transformed application.
By transforming the binary executable so that the resulting program can
handle the environment changes, there is no longer the need to develop a new
source version different from the original. This transformation tool must read
the source code (or a binary version) and, in accordance to some configuration
file, change the way the original code runs. These tools must insert the code
that handle the environment awareness and transform the way the objects are
created (remote versus local object creation)
By doing this transformation at compile time, we get two different binary
versions, but the original source code remains constant. This approach is better
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than the explicit programming mentioned earlier but still has some drawbacks.
As the new binary versions have features and use resources that may not be
available in all platforms there is still the need to match the correct binary
version to the platform and to the execution needs.
1.2

Proposed Solution

When the code transformation is done at run-time, the problem that arises
from having several binary versions disappears. Each platform has a different
transformer that runs when executing the application. The same binary version
has different behavior depending on the existence of a code transformer.
The system responsible for the code transformation, does not read the binary file; instead, it intercepts the loading of the code, and changes the class
representation that is then stored in main memory.
With this approach the same binary can be ran using several transformation tools, generating different final programs, without the need to administer
different versions.
By using metaclass programming we manage to intercept the class loading
in an easy and straightforward way. We implemented a metaclass, defined it as
the constructor of all loaded classes and made it responsible for the adaptation
of the code being loaded.
In the next section we present some technologies systems that address similar
issues as our work (remote code execution, mobility and reflection). In Sects. 3
and 4 we describe the architecture and implementation (respectively) of our
system. Finally we show performance and functional evaluation as well as the
conclusions and future work.

2

Related Work

A few years ago mobile computing was synonym of agent programming. Agent
systems allowed the programmer to easily develop applications that would roam
around several remote computers to perform a certain task.
Today, with the development of wireless technologies and portable devices,
mobile computing has a new meaning. Now the applications are mobile because
the devices they are running on are mobile. To take advantage of the full potential
of the resources available in the surrounding environment these applications must
adapt the way they execute.
The first approach to the adaptation of these mobile applications was to
adapt the data transmitted to and from remote computers. The solutions proposed range from the development of specific proxies to the use of distributed
middleware that handles the adaptation of the data transmitted. The proxy solution was first applied to the web contents [1][2] and allowed the transformation
of the contents so that its download time is reduced. In the other edge we find
systems that allow the development of mobile application that interact with a
data source. In the work done by T. Kunz[3] the communication is done by a
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series of objects: some local to the mobile device and others in the data source
that adapt the information transmitted according to the resources available.
These solutions have the drawback that only the data is adapted to the
device’s environment. Another approach to the adaptation of the application
execution is the development of middleware platforms that are environment
aware. These systems range from the generic system discovery such as Satin[4]
or ICrafter[5] to the more specific work done by Nakajima[6] with a middleware
for graphical and multimedia applications. These solutions are valid but solve
the problem of constrained resources by invoking services on remote computer
but not executing the applications original code on a more suited host.
Some systems use reflection[7][4][8] to accomplish the transparent adaptation
of the applications but its scope is the same as the systems described previously.
Only logic mobility is performed, a task is executed in a remote host, but no
application code moved to the remote computer, the service performed should
be already present there.
Also related to the work we try to accomplish there are some migratory
applications systems . The work done by Krishna Bharat[9] allowed the development of graphical applications that could roam between several computers, but
in a monolithic way. Harter et al.[10] by using VNC server, the interface of an
application could be moved from a display to another, but the code remained
running in the same server.
The use of the Remote Evaluation Paradigm[11] overcomes the deficiencies
of the previous systems by allowing the development of reconfigurable applications[12] with code mobility. There is no need to program where and when the
objects should move to. The programmer must only develop the code taking into
account that it will be mobile and state which requirements the remote host
should satisfy. For instance, in Fargo[13] the programmer must develop a special
kind of component: the complet. While developing these special components,
the developer must program how the objects will roam among the computers:
environment requirements, object aggregation, ... After the development of these
components the application must be compiled so that the mobile code is inserted
in the application.
Our work also relates to projects such as Javaparty[14] or Pangaea[15], in the
sense that the distribution of the objects and the decision on where they should
run is hidden from the programmer. In JavaParty the system hides the remote
creation of objects and its mobility, but the programmer must tag these with a
special keyword. A separate compiler is needed. In Pangaea, a special compiler
analyzes the source code and transforms it so that some objects are created in
remote hosts.

3

Architecture

The system must accomplish three different tasks in order to automatically transform a centralized application: load the application requirements, transform the
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in Fig. 1): the Application Requirement Loader, the Code Transformer
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Fig. 1. System Architecture

In order to make a class mobile, during the execution of the application a
configuration file must be present. This file states what classes are mobile and
what their requirements are. The Application Requirement Loader reads
the configuration file and stores the requirement rules associated to each class.
From the information stored in the file, this module builds the rules that state
whether a certain class instance should run locally or remotely. This module is
also responsible for loading the code of the probes that observe the surrounding
environment.
The Code Transformer module is responsible for transforming the classes
that may run locally or remotely (those referred in the configuration file). If
the Application Requirement Loader module knows about the class being
loaded, the Code Transformer module changes the application code so that it
is possible to create remote instances of that class. This module, besides changing
the class code, also attaches to it the rule that should be evaluated when creating
objects.
The Remote Execution module, runs both on the mobile device and on
the remote computer. This module is responsible for the creation of the remote
objects and the communication between the mobile device and the remote computer. This module must also upload the code into the remote computer if it
was not previously installed in the remote computer. This module is contacted
during the execution of the application whenever there is an object that should
be created remotely and when these remote objects should execute any method.
The Environment Aware Classes must be supplied to our system at run
time. Theseclasses must observe the surrounding environment (network bandwidth, display size, ...) and inform the application if the requirements are met.
These classes must comply with a certain interface that will be described later
(Sect. 4.2.)
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3.1

Execution

The steps in the loading and transformation of an application are the ones shown
on Fig. 2.
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Even before the loading of the application code, the Application Requirement Loader is created. If a configuration file (app.xml) exists it is read. From
the reading of the configuration file, the rules are created, stored and associated
to the corresponding class. In order to later evaluate the environment, the Environment Aware Classes code is also loaded and it is instantiated. These
first steps are performed by the Application Requirement Loader module
as described in Fig. 2.
After the reading of the rules, the real transformation of the application is
performed by the Code Transformer. After a class code is read, the Code
Transformer module checks the existence of a rule associated to that class. If
the class objects are to be mobile, the class code is transformed and the rules
are also attached to it. This code and rules will be responsible for the evaluation
of the environment and the creation of the object in a remote computer.
The code that is inserted into the transformed classes is executed when creating new objects as shown in Fig. 3.
If a certain doesn’t have an evaluation rule associated (is not mobile), the
object creation code was unchanged so its instances are always local.
If the class was transformed the associated rule is evaluated. This evaluation
states if the local device has enough resources to execute the objects or if the
object must be created on a remote computer.
If it was decided that the object can run locally, a normal local object is
created. Otherwise, an instance of the class is created on a remote computer and
on the local device a proxy to this new object is created. This proxy will replace
a local object and forward the local method calls to the remote object.
The remote objects and its proxies are created in the context of the Remote
Execution module.
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4

Implementation

In the development of our system we used the Python[16] language. We took
advantage of its portability and dynamic nature and the presence of introspection
and reflection mechanisms on all tested platforms. There are fully functional
Python interpreters to most desktop and server platforms and to most portable
devices (Windows CE, QNX and Linux). In order to transform in run time
the application we used the python reflection built-in mechanisms and to make
communication between computers possible we used the Pyro[17] package.
4.1

Application Requirement Loader

The Application Requirement Loader module reads a configuration file, and
from the information present in that file, assigns each class a rules that states
whether its instances should run locally or remotely. The file is written in XML
(Fig. 5), whose DTD is described in Fig. 4.
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT

program (name, class*)>
class
(name,host,expr)>
expr (decis| and| or| not)>
decis
(name, config)>
and
(expr+)>
or
(expr+)>
not
(expr)>
host
(name)>
config (#PCDATA)>
name
(#PCDATA)>

Fig. 4. Configuration file DTD

<program> <name> app1 </name>
<class> <name> clss0 </name>
<host> <name> host1 </name>
</host>
<expr> <decis>
<name> BandWidth </name>
<config> <more>1000</more>
</config>
</decis> </expr>
</class></program>

Fig. 5. Configuration file

The classes that have some sort of environment requirement will have a rule
in this file. These rules are written with the usual logical operators (OR, AND,
NOT). After reading these rules a tree like structure will be generated and stored,
so that they can be latter evaluated.
This module stores the rules in a hash-table, so that, during the loading of
the classes (executed by the Code Transformation Module) these rules can be
attached to the classes referred in the configuration file.
4.2

Environment Aware Classes

When evaluating the rules previously stored, there is always the need to evaluate the surrounding environment. This is stated by the decision element that
appears in the XML configuration file. These nodes are the leafs of the rules.
These classes have only requirements: the constructor must receive a piece o
XML that complies with its own definition and there must exist a method named
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decide that returns true or false according to the sensors measurement and
the information on the XML code.
The code that interact with the sensor that observes the surrounding environment must be supplied in the decide method and is executed when evaluating
the rules. When the instances of these classes are created and attached to a rule,
it is passed a XML snippet that informs the object about the requirements the
application has. This XML code must comply with a certain DTD and defines
the requirements the application has.
When evaluating the environment this object knows exactly what the application needs to be executed returning true or false whether a certain requirement
(stated in the XML code) is met.
4.3

Code Transformation Module

This Code Transformation Module intercepts all class code loading and decides
whether the class should run unmodified or not. This module uses the information generated by the Decision Making Module to know if a class must be
transformed. The class loading interception is accomplished using a customized
metaclass.
The classCreator metaclass (Fig. 6) is responsible for the interception of
the program’s classes loading.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

class classCreator(type):
def buildClass(ClassName):
if (name in classCreator.remClss):
oldclass = type.buildClass(name+"old")
replaceClass = type.buildClass(name, remoteCodeCreator)
replaceClass.originalClass = oldclass
replaceClass.server = classCreator.remClss[name]
return replaceClass
else:
return type.builtClass(name)
Fig. 6. classCreator metaclass pseudo-code

When building a class, this code checks if the class being built was referred
in the configuration file (Line 3) by looking at the remClss hash-table. This
hash-table was previously built and populated while reading the configuration
file (Sect. 4.1). If its name is not present in the hash-table, this class is built
normally by the system default metaclass type (Line 10).
If the class being built was referred in the configuration file, this metaclass
must replace it for a proxy class (Lines 4-8 in Fig. 6). The first action is to
store the original class (Line 4), so that later it can be accessed to create local
or remote objects. Next an instance of the remoteCodeCreator class is built
(Line 5) and the original code and the evaluation rules are passed to it (Lines 6
and 7). This replacement class (remoteCodeCreator) is shown in Fig. 7.
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class remoteCodeCreator (object):
def buildObject(this, *args):
decision = this.server[’rule’].decide()
if decision == False:
obj = this.originalClass.createObject()
else:
hostname = cls.server[’name’]
URI=genURI(hostname)
proxy = getAttrProxyForURI(URI)
cdURI = proxy.createObject(this.originalName,args)
obj = getProxyForURI(cdURI)
return obj
Fig. 7. remoteCodeCreator replacement class

When creating an object that may run remotely, instead of running the
original constructor, it is the code present in the remoteCodeCreator that runs.
The rule associated to the class is evaluated (Line 3) and if the local device has
enough resources to satisfy the rule, the result is negative and a local object is
created (Line 5). In the opposite case a remote object must be created in the
personal computer associated to this program. To create the new object in the
remote computer, a connection to the Remote Execution Module present
in the remote computer is made (Lines 8 and 9). Next, a remote instance of
the original class is created (Line 10) along with its proxy (Line 11). Either
a local object or a remote object proxy is returned in Line 12. This proxy is
transparently created by the Pyro System and implements the same interface
as the original class. From this point forward our original application interacts
with a remote object by calling methods from the proxy without any change in
the original code.
4.4

Remote Execution Module

The Remote Execution module runs part in the fixed computer where the
remote code will execute and another part in the mobile device.
In the server side, this module is composed of a service that receives requests
from the clients to create new objects, these new objects are then registered and
made available to be remotely called.
The creation of remote objects is similar to other remote method execution
systems, first a proxy to the server is obtained and the calls are forwarded to
the located object. When requesting the creation of a remote object (Line 10
of Fig. 7), if its code is not present in the remote computer, the Pyro server
automatically downloads the necessary code to create and execute the objects.
After the code is loaded and the object is created, this new object is registered
as a new server in order to receive the call made in the original application.
On the original application side, after the remote object creation, the URI
returned is used to create a new Pyro proxy to the remote object. From this
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point forward the call made supposedly to a local object is redirected by the
Pyro proxy to the remote object stored and available in the server.
4.5

Execution overview

In order to use this system and allow the automatic remote execution of the
code, there isn’t any need to change the original code, nor the Python code
interpreter. Instead of calling the application the usual way (python app.py)
one only needs to prepend our system file: pyhton codetrans.py app.py. One
can also configure python so that our system is always loaded whenever a python
program runs.
This codetrans.py file is responsible for bootstrapping our system by loading
the configuration file associated with the python program and registering the
classCreator metaclass (Fig. 6) as the default metaclass. After these initial
steps the original python file is loaded, transformed as described in Sect. 4.3 and
the application starts executing.
In order to create objects in remote computers, the daemon responsible for
it must be running on those computers.
In this initial prototype the selected remote computer is hard coded in the
XML configuration file. The environment aware classes must be coded so
that we can evaluate the resources available: display size, disk capacity, network
bandwith.

5

Evaluation

In order to evaluate the possible uses of our system, we developed two test
applications. One application reads a URL from the keyboard and downloads
that file to the hard disk. The second one receives also read a URL, downloads
the correspondent text file and shows it in a graphical window.
By using our system we managed to execute part of the applications (user
interface) in a Compaq IPAQ and execute the other part in a remote computer.
In the first test the code responsible for the download of the file runs in the
remote computer. In the second test we managed to run the download code
and open a new graphical window on a remote computer. These distributed
applications were executed without any change to the original code.
In order to evaluate the overhead incurred by our system, we developed a
series of microbenchmarks that allows to measure the time spend in each stage of
execution. Next is the description of the potential overheads and the applications
used to measure them:
Bootstrap In this test we measure the time to execute a simple application that
only prints a message on the display. We managed to measure the bootstrap
of our systems without loading any XML configuration file.
Rule loading With this test we measure the time to load 100 rules present in
configuration file. The rule provided to each class was shown in Fig. 5.
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Class loading The test program used to evaluate the time spent in the class
loading, loads 100 classes that don’t have any rule associated.
Class transforming This test is similar to the previous one, but the loaded
classes have a rule associated, allowing us to measure the time to transform
a class.
Rule Evaluation This final test loads 100 classes and creates one object of
each class. To measure the rule evaluation time, the rules are evaluated but
the objects are created locally.
These test applications were run on a Apple Ibook with an 800MHz processor
and 640Mb of memory. We used a version 2.3 Python interpreter running on
MacOsX. The results are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Mac OS X execution times (sec)

bootstrap overhead
rule loading
class loading
class transforming
rule evaluation

unaltered Python adaptation system
0.12
0.50
0.12
0.96
0.22
0.60
0.22
1.14
0.22
1.18

From the values shown in Table 1 we conclude that our system overhead
comes from the bootstrap (about 0.38s) and from the XML rule loading (about
0.46s for 100 rules). All the other tasks have a minimal impact on the execution
time. The loading of 100 classes instead of taking 0.10s takes 0.18s, when the
classes are transformed. The evaluation of the rules takes a minimal time to
perform (about 0.04s).
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Conclusions

We developed a system that allows us to experiment the possibility to create a
reflective platform to dynamically adapt applications depending on the resources
available. This platform, without any application source code change, modifies
the way an application behaves. With the inclusion of configuration files the
programmer can make the objects of a class remote. When creating these objects,
depending on the resources required by the objects and available at the device,
these objects are created locally or on a remote computer. These adaptations
are made with minimal loss in performance.
We now have a system that allows ordinary applications to use the best
resources available around a mobile computer. To use these resources the programmer neither has to change the source code of the application nor handle
multiple binary versions.
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This experiment with application adaptation is promising. Using this platform we can now work on the development of a transparent and automatic
application reconfiguration system using mobile objects.
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